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Synca iPuffy Plus - Massage cushion  
 

Simply relax anytime and anywhere with
the Synca iPuffy wireless massage
cushion. Choose between two trendy
colours (Grey or Light Pink), sit back and
enjoy your well-deserved massage
wherever and whenever you want.

 CHF 149.00  
      

      

Small, strong and pink - or grey
The simple, modern design of the massage cushion fits perfectly into your lifestyle and living style. For
wonderful moments of relaxation, the iPuffy is made of pleasant, natural materials with cotton.

Naturally shaped
The gentle curve makes the iPuffy particularly cuddly - whether you enjoy your massage sitting or lying
down. The massage cushion flexibly adapts to your individual sensation and your body. Whether you
have pain in the lumbar region or in the neck, the iPuffy gently wraps itself around you. And with the
switchable heat function you will experience an even deeper relaxation and loosening of the muscles.
Thanks to the ergonomic shape, you will always find the right massage position to relieve even the most
stubborn tensions and hardenings.

So versatile in use
Whether in the neck or shoulder area, the lower back, the buttocks or abdomen, the thighs or calves and
finally the feet or hands, with the iPuffy you can cover almost all areas of the body thanks to the cordless
design. The switchable heat function provides even deeper relaxation and loosening of the muscles. A
timer automatically limits the recommended application time to 20 minutes.

Our wellness products from Synca 
Create your own wellness oasis with our luxurious massage devices. Our KaGra - the limousine among
massage chairs - pampers you from head to toe in a comfortable reclining position. Our shapely and
especially compact CirC massage chair not only shines with its award-winning design, but also with a
relaxing massage in the back and buttocks area as if by human hand. To relieve tension and hardening
in the shoulder and neck area at any place, we recommend our cordless QuZy with its pleasant Shiatsu
kneading massage. Give your eyes a soothing break with our MizuMee Eye Massage Mask, which
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perks up tired eyes with gentle cooling or warming vibration.

Weight: 2.2kg
Size: 46 x 25 x 12.5cm
Massage technique: multi-massage technique, 2D and 3D
Upper material: cotton
Power supply: Multi-massage technique, 2D and 3D
Accessories: Metzad adapter, charging cable
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